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RACEWELL SHEEP HANDLERS
•Rugged construction and a well proven design
•Up to 6 way Manual or Auto weighing and drafting
•Unobstructed overhead access ideal for reading/applying 
ear tags
•Four Function Remote control controls clamp/release and 
drafting gates gate activated by the sensors
•Side Tilt option controlled by foot pedal for easy access to 
all sides of the animal
•Automatic closing of the entry gate activated by the 
sensors
•Easily adjustable optical sensors to allow for different 
catch positions. ie; set forward for capsule drenching in the 
middle for weighing or the rear for dagging
•Variable clamp pressure ensures animal comfort
•Rubber floor for improved footing of animals
•Integrated EID reader for optimum tag reading



RACEWELL HD4 SHEEP HANDLER
SIDE TILT CRUTCHING FLAP

Stock Handling

The Side Tilt option allows the sheep to be tipped 90 
degrees for crutching. The controls are proportional, as in 
some situations you may only need to tilt it slightly and just 
take the weight off the feet to stop kicking. The tilt option is 
supplied with a foot pedal for ease of use. When the sheep 
is returned to the upright position, the clamp can be set to 
auto release providing hands-free operation.



To see our weighing and EID 
products in action, visit:
youtube.com/TruTest Livestock  
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KEY BENEFITS 
• Time efficiency: Huge time savings on mustering and yard work.
• Fast adoption :The weighing platform is disguised with soil to create 
a natural walking surface.
• Reduced labour costs: Automatic drafting means you deal with a 
targeted group, not the whole herd.
• Maximised production:  Get a complete performance history of 
individual animals. 
• Informed decisions:  Take the guesswork out of sales decisions with 
current, accurate data. 
• Improved animal welfare:
Fewer trips to yards reduces 
stress and wear on animals.

Remote walk over weighing 
systems are available in 
multiple configurations to 
suit your farming operations. 
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Automated Animal 
Weighing & Drafting
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NOW
Alloy light weight and long lasting. Height is adjustable to suit your best 
working position.
FEATURES:
•Fully adjustable to suit any size ewe, lamb or ram
•Sheep lie without struggling in a safe, secure position
•Adjustable work height = no bending for the operator
•Lightweight, easy to shift
•Full access around rear of animal and feet for inspection
•Ideal to use in conjunction with Prattley yards or handling race.

Sheep Handler - Standard



NOW
A sheep handler should be designed with low stress handling 
principles in mind, to ensure that producers can manage their 
sheep quickly and effectively through their processing system. 
Whether you are drenching, marking, crutching, or any other 
management task, you need reliable equipment that will 
perform time and again and can keep up to the requirements of 
your operation.

Sheep Handler V Express



Sheep Catcher
NOW
•SECURELY CATCHES AND HOLDS THE ANIMAL
•The simple manual operation catches the sheep or goat around 
the middle, allowing you to tip the animal and immobilise them 
at a safe working height.
•HIGH VISIBILITY ENTRANCE AND EXIT GATES
•Encourage animals to move into the catcher easily.



➢ Automatic release of lambs
➢ Easy loading 
➢ Wide bucket option for  large lambs 
➢ Maxi bucket Option 
➢ Detachable arms for easy transport 
➢ Labour saving  
➢ Less damage to joints 
➢ Lambs held calmly 

Lamb Cradle



Lamb Marking Cradle
NOW
•INDIVIDUAL LEG CLAMPS
•Clamps secure around the lambs legs individually, ensuring 
lambs are kept securely in place when in the cradle.
•AUTO-RELEASE
•Simply tip the cradle up to release the lamb, and the leg clamps 
will automatically release, allowing you to keep your operation 
moving efficiently



Single Lamb Marking Cradle
NOW

•INDIVIDUAL LEG CLAMPS
•Clamps secure around the lambs legs individually, ensuring 
lambs are kept securely in place when in the cradle.
•AUTO-RELEASE
•Simply tip the cradle up to release the lamb, and the leg clamps 
will automatically release, allowing you to keep your operation 
moving efficiently



3-Way Swing Gate AutoDraft
NOW
The Prattley Swing Gate AutoDraft is a powerful tool allowing a single 
operator to control weighing and drafting. The Prattley Swing Gate 
AutoDrafter coordinates with an external Indicator/recorder and loadbars
to produce a seamless package.
The rear gates have vertical rollers which allow the gates to roll around 
sheep as they close and allow the following sheep to pull back without 
getting caught.
Designed to eliminate the need to have left or right hand operation.
Stationary or mobile available



5-Way Swing Gate AutoDraft

The Prattley Swing Gate AutoDraft is a powerful tool allowing a single 
operator to control weighing and drafting. The Prattley Swing Gate 
AutoDraft coordinates with an external Indicator/recorder and loadbars to 
produce a seamless package.
The rear gates have vertical rollers which allow the gates to roll around 
sheep as they close and allow the following sheep to pull back without 
getting caught.
Designed to eliminate the need to have left or right hand operation.
Stationary or mobile available



2-Way Electric Autodrafter
NOW
The Prattley Electric AutoDrafter is operated by electric motors powered 
by a 12volt battery, and will operate on a fully charged battery for a full 
day.
The design eliminates the need to have left or right handed crates.
The rear gates have vertical rollers which allow the gates to roll around 
the sheep as they close or allow the following sheep to pull back without 
getting caught.



3-Way Manual Weigh Crate

The Prattley 3-Way Manual Weigh Crate (Universal) is manufactured with 
lightweight aluminum for optimum strength. Prattley is the world leader 
in light weight animal handling equipment, using cutting edge 
technology. Prattley's aim is too produce quality sheep handling 
equipment that helps you to attain maximum efficiency. Despite its light 
weight, Prattley sheep equipment is sturdy and long lasting.



Pregnancy Scan Crate
NOW
Using ultrasound scanning technology to test for pregnancy in livestock not 
only tells you whether or not animals are pregnant, but also whether 
pregnant animals are carrying multiple foetuses (and if so, how many). Armed 
with this information you can make informed decisions about feed resources 
and stock management

FEATURES
•Strong, easy clean uniboard panelling
•Galvanised mesh flooring
•Adjustable height and width
•Comes with entry and exit ramps
•Hot galvanised dipped



Sheep Conveyor 4.2m - Mobile
NOW
FEATURES:
•Designed for large operations, contractors and stations to maximise
throughput times and reduce labour costs
•Variable speed and adjustable width
•Lowers flat on ground for easy stock flow
•Fully detachable drawbar, winch and wheelarms
•Remote controlled 3-way drafting exit ramp avaiable



AUTO DRAFTER

The Racewell Auto Drafter is used solely for weighing and drafting allowing you 
sort your lambs into weight lines to optimise growth and slaughter schedules.

The new Racewell DR3 Sheep Drafter is a dedicated weighing and drafting machine based 
on well-proven and respected Racewell technology. It has been designed for farmers who 
want a simple weighing and drafting machine without the full handling capability of the top-
of-the-line Racewell HD3 Sheep Handler, but still utilising its ‘Magic Eye’ and radio remote 
control technology that provides flexible setup and ease of use.



AUTO DRAFTER

RACEWELL TRAILER SYSTEM

3 BENEFITS OF USING THE TE PARI RACEWELL DR3/DR5 AUTO DRAFTER:
1. Intelligent Auto Sensing Entry Gate: The entry gate is triggered by twin optical sensors. If a second 
animal tries to enter the crate and gets caught in the closing gate the intelligent auto sensing entry 
gate system will reopen and then close the gate again – by itself – after a few seconds, releasing the 
animal. In addition the entry gate is not part of the weighing zone. This means that if an animal 
waiting in the race puts load on the entry gate the weight recording will not be affected.

2. Integrated ePanel EID Antenna: The innovative Te Pari ePanel Integrated EID antenna is integrated 
into the side of the sheep drafter. The ePanel reader addresses the requirement for a compact, 
unobtrusive antenna that ensures the EID ear tag is accurately read no matter where the sheep is 
holding its head. As the antenna is very close to the sheep false reads of the EID tag is very rare.

3. Effective Drafting: The Te Pari Racewell DR3 Sheep drafter with a Te Pari scale indicator can draft 
sheep 9 ways out 3 drafting gates. This allows you to split your draft lines into more accurate groups 
and headbails.



Drafting Race
NOW
The cradle-shaped sides on the V-Side Sheep Drafting Race 
restricts sideways movement to keep your sheep moving 
forward in a single-file line through the draft. The interior space 
at the top of the V-Side Draft is 547mm, and the space at the 
bottom of the draft is 182mm to ensure sheep will never turn 
back. When combined with the 1200mm long gates on the draft, 
the V-Side Sheep Drafting Race allows you to sort your sheep 
quickly and easily in three directions with only one handler.



Single Lane Handling Race
NOW
For Drenching, Mouthing, Dagging, Ear Tagging, Selecting, Foot Treatment, etc. –
All Handling Operations.
SPECIFICATIONS:
•Lightweight, combining the strength of aluminium and durable Uniboard
•One Person can assemble race and drench sheep quickly and easily
•Versatile combinations of single or double lane races, two, three sections 
long
•Large or small mobs handled with equal ease
•Easy to assemble and transport, fits inside the Prattley Yard
•Width 33" (0.85m) reducible by pivoting one side
•Side release gates available to draft sheep out
•Available in 33", 36" and 39" high panels



Portable Sheep Yards
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Sheep Loading Ramp
NOW
Your loading ramp should provide sheep with the 
appropriate space, flooring, and incline to allow 
them to make the transition from yard to trailer 
easily. Arrowquip’s line of Sheep Loading Ramps 
provide the durability and security for your 
livestock to make this transition with as little 
stress as possible, every time.



Sheep Loading Ramp Single Lane
NOW
•Excellent for trailers, small farms and general use
•Lightweight
•Available in 2.3, 3.0 and 3.6m
•Single lane, tapered - 510mm wide at top
•Also available in double width (745mm wide)
2.3M (8FT) RAMP
3.0M (10FT) RAMP
3.6M (12FT) RAMP



Mobile Sheep Loading Ramp

FEATURES:
•Hot dip galvanized frame
•Timber floor and walkway
•Durable ply sides
•Retractable drawbar
•Single lane ramps also available

5.8M MOBILE SHEEP RAMP:
•745mm outside
•13” wheels
6.8M MOBILE SHEEP RAMP:
•745mm outside
•13” wheels



Sheep Yard Panels
NOW

PANEL SIZES
Stud Manager premium sheep yard panels are available in four 
standard sizes – 1M, 2M, 3M, & 4M. Overseer style panels are 
available in 2.3M and 3.3M panels. Select panels come in both 
sheeted and rail only versions.



Anti – Backing Gate



Yard Systems 

We can design, source & erect, using 
the best design suiting your needs. 
We will take the difficulties away & 
keep the suppliers on track.



Jackaroo is our economy 6 bar range of portable sheep yard 
panels, using 25 x 25 high tensile first grade steel. Ideal for 
lambing ewes, lamb marking, remote areas, loading and 
unloading and more. Quick to assemble and pack up, easy to 
transport. 

Jackaroo Econo Range



Custom Drover 
Mobile Yard Systems

Drover is a custom, premium 6 bar portable yard range using 
30 x 30 high tensile first grade steel. Drover sets include 
standard panels plus 2 sheeted panels, 2 race gates, 2 
spreader bars, 2 long joining pins, ratchet and draft trailer. 



SHEEP JETTER

Using 20 jets that are strategically 
positioned to target the affected 
areas. The Te Pari Sheep Jetter is 
a proven design based on 
simplicity and reliability that can 
process up to 1000 sheep/hour.

The Te Pari Sheep Jetter is
predominantly manufactured
from stainless steel, reducing the
unit’s weight to 56kg. The strong,
compact frame has few moving
parts which means less
maintenance. The unit comes
complete with all necessary
pipework including cam-lock
fittings, and intake filter.



25 Moorundie Street,

TRURO. SA. 5353

• Phone: 08 8564 0214

• Fax: 08 8564 0018

• Email: sales@truroagencies.com.au 


